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GBR/CAA Committee 2006

GBRCAA Home Page: http://www.gbrcaa.org
E-mail to newsletter: news@gbrcaa.org

As I write this, we are more than halfway through the competition season and looking through the competition 
calendar, I can’t help wondering why there have been fewer domestic competitions this year. I suppose it’s quite 
natural to lose a comp here or there as time constraints on CD’s change or they decide its time to take a break. 
However, we must not be complacent and just accept the loss of an event thinking “its someone else’s problem” 
or the domestic competition scene could simply dwindle away. If you think you could organise a competition, 
your site is suitable and your club is willing to loose 1 day’s flying, why not give it a go next year. Not sure how 
to do the job? Have a look at the CD Guide - you probably already have a copy, if not its on the website. At this 
point, I would like to thank all our contest directors this year for taking the time to put something back into the 
GBRCAA - where would we be without you!

The aerobatics season kicked off rather early this year with a Pilots Training Day at Stansted on 5th March. 
Although rather cold and windy, it didn’t stop about 20 pilots attending and having a great day! Thanks to Bill 
Michie, Alan Wild and the Stansted club for hosting the event.

Then on 22nd April, we had our Judges Training Day at the LMAC site near Leicester. Although primarily 
aimed at introducing new schedules to the judges and bringing them up to speed on the judging criteria for each 
manoeuvre, these training days are just as useful to pilots and it was refreshing to see a few more in attendance 
this year. Bob Skinner was unable to attend this year due to prior commitments so our own chief judge, Bob 
Ailles gave a very good presentation in the morning followed by a flying session in the afternoon.

Our Centralised events this year have proved to be far too expensive both in terms of site fees and judging 
expenses. The committee are addressing these issues but you too may be able to help by finding a suitable 
alternative flying site for these competitions. 

That’s all for now. Hope to see you all at the NATS!!
Alan Simmonds  Newsletter Editor

Chairman Peter Brett, 4 Blenhiem Road, Caversham, Reading, RG4 7RS
Tel: 0��8 9472�99 Email: chairman@gbrcaa.org
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Aerobatics News is the official publication of the Great Britain Radio Control Aerobatic 
Association.
The content is determined by the Editor, hence any opinions expressed, except by way of 
official minutes of a meeting, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Association or its 
officers.
All contributions to the newsletter are gratefully received. Any artwork, photographs, 
computer disks, etc. which require return should be made clear by the sender. However the 
editor cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to such items.
Format: A5 Portrait, Margins: top/bottom: 6mm, left/right: �0mm. 

Cover Pic: Adrian Harrison with his Astral XX

Wanted: Articles, reports & results, model/engine/equipment reviews, letters, for sale/
wanted adverts, photos and anything else you would like to see in this newsletter.

Deadline for Autumn issue of Aerobatics News:  8th October 2006

Interested Parties Meeting
The annual Team Selection Meeting will be held on Saturday 16th September  2006 @ 2.00 
pm at the Holiday Inn Central, Leicester. Please note - this is NOT the Holiday Inn where we 
now normally  hold our A.G.M. For directions, please use the link below. 

>>> http://www.ichotelsgroup.com/h/d/hi/925/en/direction/lctuk <<<
Holiday Inn LEICESTER  
�29 ST NICHOLAS CIRCLE 
LEICESTER, LEI 5LX 

The hotel is situated on a large roundabout. If you’re coming from the M�, I’m pretty sure you 
have to drive almost all the way round it to enter the car park (which also doubles as a public 
car park). Collect a ticket from the barrier and bring it with you to the meeting - we have ar-
ranged for the hotel to stamp it before you leave. 
Any proposals for the meeting need to be sent to me, either by private mail through the website 
or by post to be received by Saturday, 2nd September. I will then publish the proposals on the 
website during the week following.
If you do send in a proposal please bear in mind the following:

Proposals stand a much better chance of being accepted if presented in person either by 
yourself or a proxy at the meeting.

The meeting can be attended by any “interested party” i.e any BMFA member (does not have to 
be a GBR/CAA member)
The meeting is solely for discussion/amendment of  team selection procedures. - not for propos-
als which would otherwise affect the general membership. They are discussed at the A.G.M.
I will send you a confirmation that I have received your proposal before 2nd Sept.
Regards
Stuart Mellor   Secretary GBR/CAA

See Map on Page �8
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PRO Report
All the original plans are progressing although not all with the same success.

Thanks to the efforts of Alan Simmonds, Matt Hoyland and John Mee we are all enjoying the 
fresh new look of our website and forums. I have heard nothing but praise for the look and 
content of the site, take a bow gentleman.  It was unfortunate that our server suffered a major 
failure and even backup information was lost.  I hope by the time you read this all has been 
restored and we have multi-way communication up and running again.  I would like to thank 
those who have posted items on the forums, as the information is of high quality, informative and 
on subject. An area that I have been very critical of in the past.    

Sandown weekend has been and gone now and the arrangements all worked out well and there 
is a more detailed report elsewhere in this issue.

Continuity has been achieved in the BMFA News with a two page spread in the June issue.

There is also a report about The Festival of Flight at Barkston but our offer to none members to 
fly in front of the judges turned out to be no more than publicity.  There were three or four flyers 
showing an interest, but no one actually turned up on the day.  However I did talk to some twenty 
to twenty five visitors to our flight line and hand out our leaflets.

A new competition site has been offered and we will find out how good this is on the 13 August 
when we hold our first competition there. We will be using either the 22 acre or 45 acre field of 
turf being grown for professional use. I and Matt have flown at this site again and there are no 
reasons why the competition on the 13th Auguast, advertised as Gainsborough, should not be a 
success. All Classes with myself as CD.

I am really amazed how slow raffle ticket sales are, although our prizes are very good.  I can 
hear many of you saying “I told you so” well OK, but the only way we can sell raffle tickets is 
to make the effort and without your help we will fail to just cover our costs.  I can only provide 
the opportunity for us all to make some money to fund our public relations operation in the 
future.  I have sold 120 tickets to members of two small clubs and on the stand at Sandown.  If 
every member sold just half that number each (70 x 70) we would make £4900 which would be 
very useful.  Sam Wragg has taken some tickets ‘up North’. Brian Hoare went away from the 
Mansfield competition clutching a handful of books and Gary Peacock and Eugene Anker are 
covering the Wings and Wheels event.  We still have the Nationals plus the tickets we sent out 
to past and present members, which are slowly feeding back into the system, but please do not 
miss an opportunity to sell tickets.  Don’t be shy, if you want more tickets please ask, and many 
thanks to those who have already done just that.

We had confirmation at Sandown how important it is to tell the club flyers what we do.  Many 
remarked how interesting it can be when we commentate on the schedules while they are being 
flown.  Can we do this at the Nationals, Stuart did a good job last year but can we do more and 
make it even better this year. We have three days in our usual spot on the main runway, so let’s 
make it work for us.

Although Sam Wragg is the CD for the Nationals the PRO committee will be involved in 
activities away from the flight line and we would like to know what would make the Nationals 
even better for you, how can we make it that bit more special.  Please email me through the PRO 
email address on the web site with your ideas so that they can be discussed. Do we have any 
volunteers to sell raffle tickets in the hanger in the evenings?

Sandown
Someone said we should do Sandown this year!  Leaving home at 9.30am on Friday I arrived in 
opposition formation at Sandown main gate. I turned right as James turned left.  Not bad timing 
after 195 miles.

Our stand was essentially ready for visitors by mid afternoon, so James O’Neill, Mick Binnersley 
and Andy Waterhouse assisted by Roger Marples could complete their test fights ready for our 
flying slots on Saturday and Sunday.  The conditions were difficult in very windy and turbulent 
weather conditions.  I was welcomed on the public side of the flight line by Dave Bishop who out 
of the corner of his eye caught a glimpse of Roger launching the Leo for James and immediately 
mistook them for Jacques and Christophe Paysant Le-Roux.  There was some pride in saying 
they were members of the GBR/CAA. 

The 6 x 2 ft stand we had been promised was located next to a less than happy stall holder who 
relocated himself elsewhere walking off in a rambling mumble.  This allowed us to more than 
double the area of our stand, which although this was challenged on Saturday morning it stayed 
with us through the weekend. Our new banner made a good backdrop.  The giveaway leaflets and 
raffle posters were delivered as promised.  An excellent exercise in ‘just in time’ supply, thanks 
to Nial and Pete for making the arrangements, your help in this matter was really appreciated.  

Through Saturday we had constant stream of visitors right through to closing time at 6.00pm 
with one new member joining; welcome ‘Jimmy’, and several promising conversations.  Our 
16 minute flying slot demonstrated the Sportsman and Standard schedules.  This made our 
demonstration as simple as possible to allow spectators to follow the manoeuvres due to an 
excellent commentary from Stuart Melor.  The flight line was set up with Trevor Plumb, Tom 
Bootyman and Brian Gascoigne, acting as judges and scribes holding up the scores for each 
manoeuvre.  This was received really well and as soon as our flying slot was over we had three 
visitors to the stand interested to see the type of aircraft we were flying.  Stuart was out selling 
raffle tickets at the time. Thanks also go to,  Eugene Anker, Garry Peacock, Mick Binnersley and 
Stuart Mellor for helping on the stand.  Please forgive me if I have missed thanking anyone. 

After Christophe had flown twice showing off his 3D and freestyle in his usual inhabitable 
manner Stuart asked him to fly the F07 on his third flight. A little out of practice and flying a 3D 
Synergy 140 aircraft he showed the way in very difficult weather conditions.  The real problem 
is that 99% of visitors do not appreciate (or are not intelligent enough) to understand the skill 
involved in flying smoothly.  They do not know what they are watching and we must do more 
to tell them in future.

Visitor numbers were way down on Sunday as the weather turned from windy and showers to 
rain squalls.  Our flying slot was scheduled for 14.21. Dave Tappin was to take over from Stuart 
for the commentary with Mick Binnersley and Mike Williams ready to fly, but by the time our 
slot arrived, the rain was continuous and the slot was cancelled.  Only Christophe managed 
another flight from under his umbrella with his TOC model.  Visitors to our stand were very thin 
on the ground so it was up to Mick Binnersley, Steve Dunning, Gary Peacock, and Matt Hoyland 
and Emma, (who also managed to get a public address announcement of our raffle to help sales), 
to go out and sell.  Although numbers were noticeably down on Sunday we sold twice as many 
raffle tickets as we did on Saturday, but still not many.  

On behalf of the Association I would like to thank those who did their best over the weekend and 
hope they found some pleasure in being involved. May I also thank Matt and Emma for helping 
me dismantle the stand and pack the car at the end of a busy and tiring weekend. 

Ashley Hoyland 



Skelbrooke Competition Results 23rd April 2006
Place Pilot Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total

Sportsman
� Stephen Haywood �26 �5� �25.5 279
2 Clive Morris �07 �06 0 2��

Standard
� David Drummond 24� 258 265 52�
2 Chris Bond �58.5 �57.5 �92 �50.5

Senior
� Mick Binnersley 76 27�.5 0 �49.5

Masters
� Stuart Mellor �92 426 4�0 856
2 Ashley Hoyland 292.5 �66 �6�.5 727.5

FAI
� Matt Hoyland 447.5 45� 484 9�7
2 Sam Wragg 4�4 4�� 474.5 908.5
� Brian Hoare �7�.5 425.5 4�9.5 865
4 Bob Wasson �66 404.5 425 829.5
5 Adrian Harrison �76.5 405.5 409.5 8�5
6 Steven Simm 460 ��6 0 776
7 Ken Moss �08.5 �25 �57.5 682.5
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Baldock, N.Herts 30th April 2006
As I sit and type this report the following day looking out at Wind and Rain, I feel we were very lucky to have 
had ideal conditions for the competition yesterday. As people began to arrive mainly from the south we heard 
stories of torrential rain 20 miles away, but with a light northerly wind non hit the patch all day. The sun was up 
early and no early morning mist that often hits early season comps.

With 2 late standard entries and a grid of 16 flying started on time at 9.00 am. Our judges for the day were Gary 
Peacock, ably assisted all day by girlfriend Alice. Judge 2 was Steve Birchall, alternating with Bill Michie in 
standard class as Steve helped newcomer Robbie Meek to promotion in his first comp!!

We were well represented in Standard with 6 entries, and 5 each for Senior and FAI. No one choosing to enter 
Masters. Competion was good and close in all classes.

In the Standard class honours were taken by Robbie Meek, flying electric and achieving promotion scores in 
each round. Also very close to promotion was Jason Collins, coming in second and just 3.5 points of a promotion 
it won’t be long before Jason moves forward.

Third place went to my own clubs Nigel Kern, In only his second comp, Flying an ex John Harrop (and my 
brothers!!) Typhoon with YS1.40FZ, Nigel struggles with the lines and boxed a few centre manoeuvres in the 
first round. Improving through the day Nigel managed a credible 193 in round 3. Chris Bond flying an older 
Rubin purchased from me some years ago was improving through the day and finished 4th. 

The final 2 places were taken by my own clubs comedy duo – as some said the blind leading the blind but credit 
to Matt Marshall and Ken Bones flying ‘Sport’ models for having a go. Having seen me practicing the previous 
day they were convinced that they should have a crack. Armed with schedules (the wrong ones) the both went 
home and sat on the simulator. Calling for each other they stayed the course and improved through the day – ken 
achieving a very creditable 181 score in round 2. With some preparation and practice both these guys could do 
well.

Baldock Competition results 30th April 2006
Pos Pilot Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Total

Standard
� Robbie Meek 224.0 244.5 227.0 47�.5

2 Jason Collins �9�.5 2�6.5 2�2.5 429.0

� Nigel Kern �65.0 �84.0 �9�.0 �77.0

4 Chris Bond ��0.5 �66.0 �68.0 ��4.0

5 Ken Bones ���.5 �8�.0 ��5.0 ��6.0

6 Matt Marshall �06.5 �5�.5 ��2.5 286.0

Senior
� Mike Williams �72.0 �84.0 �96.0 780.0

2 Alan Connelly 286.5 �2�.5 ��6.5 640.0

� Nick Sprankling 270.0 �02.5 ��6.0 6�8.5

4 Roger Marples �29 E/C �92 E/C 29�.5 485.5

5 Graham Martin �4 E/C �4 E/C X 28.0

FAI
� Alan Wild �89.0 448.5 459.0 907.5

2 George Drever �75.5 429.5 464.5 894.0

� Bill Michie �55.0 444.0 448.5 892.5

4 James O’Neill 82.5 427.5 460.5 888.0

5 Greg Butterworth �49.5 �74.0 �7�.5 747.5

Senior class honours were in no doubt, Mike Williams flying an ex Malcolm Corbin Majestic/YS was in a class 
of his own, promoting in every round, everyone stopped to watch the flights. It was worth noting that Mike had 
a very able caller and assistant and it was great to see Andy Nicholls back out on the flightline again helping a 
newcomer into the hobby. Andy had obviously not lost his touch and some were looking for the buddy box lead 
the flying was that good. Andy was not the only ex Champion to attend, Terry Westrop also made an appearance 
together with Steve White, both out for a Sunday afternoon blast on the bikes. 2/3rds of the 1988 – 1991 Team 
all that was lacking was Ken.

Second and Third place was a very close run thing with just 1.5 points separating Alan Connelly (2nd) and Nick 
Sprankling (3rd). Alan flew his ex Brandon Ransley Caprise / YS whilst relative newcomer flew an electric 
powered YAK. I am sure when he gets hold of a 2m ship he will really perform.

Graham Martin had a nightmare of a day with engine cuts in the first upline of the figure M in the first 2 rounds 
and a scratch round 3. Roger Marples flying his ‘OTOP’/ YS 1.40DZ also struggled with 2 engine cuts and 
managed 4th place after a completed 3rd round flight – later in the day a dislodged clunk was found to be the 
culprit.

FAI was an even closer run event, with perhaps the exclusion of myself !! The Stanstead contingent practice and 
fly together so it is perhaps expected that the results will be close. Amazingly still without a caller Alan Wild 
took top slot having won round 2. Again by a hairs breadth 1.5 points separated George Drever in 2nd place and 
Bill Michie in 3rd. James O’Neill was close behind flying his immaculately finished Twister/YS 1.60 in 4th. My 
own ex Mike Pole Loaded Dice FS/YS 1.40 battled into last place in its final competition before retirement 
– Now I’ve written it I have to get the Smaragd airborne and slow down my flying!!!

All in all a great day. We were fortunate with the superb weather, thankful to the North London club for the 
facilities and our Judges and marshals. Despite running on the same day as a centralised a good entry made the 
effort and a good clean competition ensued. We look forward to hosting another comp at the venue.

Greg Butterworth - CD



Mansfield Competition Results 28th May 2006
Pos Pilot ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 BEST 2

FAI
� Stephen Simm 47�.0 476.5 492.0 968.5
2 Matthew Hoyland 405.0 449.5 44�.0 892.5
� Bob Wasson �95.0 �76.5 4��.0 826.0
4 Brian Hoare �64.0 �92.0 �84.5 776.5
5 Adrian Harrison �57.0 �40.0 �9�.0 748.0
6 Ken Moss ��2.5 �4�.5 �24.0 676.0

MASTER
� Stuart Mellor 4��.5 426.0 4�2.5 864.0
2 Ashley Hoyland �75.5 �70.0 ��4.0 745.5
� Stuart Turrel �5�.0 �45.5 �70.5 72�.5
4 Andy Prime ��4.5 �74.0 �02.5 688.5

SENIOR
� Mike Williams �56.5 �5�.5 �58.5 7�5.0
2 Ryan Prime 274.0 228.5 0.0 502.5

STANDARD
� Stephen Haywood �82.0 �79.0 �67.0 �6�.0
2 Larry Millington �69.5 �62.5 �70.5 �40.0
� Chris Bond �5�.0 �5�.5 �60.0 ���.0

Stansted Competition Results 4th June 2006
Pos. Pilot Round � Round 2 Round � Round 4 Total

Standard

� ROBBIE MEEK �99.5 2�4.5 �86 �96.5 6�0.5

2 MEL GARLICK �8� �8� �94 �95 572.0

� JASON COLLINS �74.5 �74 �48 �76 524.5

Senior

� MIKE WILLIAMS �55.5 �62.5 �8�.5 �8� ��29.0

2 NICK SPRANKLING �04.5 269 289 �09.5 90�.0

� ALAN CONNELLY 286 262 ��0.5 27� 869.5

4 ROGER MARPLES N/S 0 0 0 0.0

Masters

� STUART TURRELL 274 0 0 0 274.0

FAI

� KEITH JACKSON 496.5 480.5 496 557.5 �550.0

2 BILL MICHIE 4�0 40�.5 44� 4�9.5 �290.5

� GEORGE DREVER ��8.5 �85 442.5 4�6.5 �244.0

4 ALAN WILD �78 �8�.5 4�7.5 424.5 �22�.5
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STANSTED MFC COMPETITION 4TH JUNE 2006 (1)
The day got off to a promising start, with excellent weather and a forecast to remain so. Blue skies, light winds 
veering from Southwest to Northeast during the day. 12 competitors entered and all arrived in good time, Our 
judges for the day, were Brandon Ransley and Steve Birchall. Keith Jackson kindly helped by judging Standards, 
assisted for the last two rounds by Andy Nicholls, nice to see him back after many years (he’s been helping Mike 
Williams). Scoring was ably done by Eugene Anker (am) and Jane Garlick from midday onwards. The flight 
line and pilots positions were laid out with a clear horizon, the only difficulty being some trees adjacent to the 
landing approach………………..

Round 1 started at 09h45 with Seniors up first. It was evident that Mike Williams (flying his ZN Majestic) was 
going to be VERY hard to beat, and so it turned out. Nick Sprankling had his new “leccy” mid-sized pattern ship 
which performed very well with effortless power and a quiet smooth turbine-like sound. Alan Connelly flew his 
second-highest scoring round of the day, while Roger Marples was unfortunate not to start due to a reluctant 
engine and a jittery aileron servo. The servo problem effectively put Roger out of the comp, a real shame but no 
option. Standards were up next, Jason Collins also getting his second-highest score for the day. Mel Garlick flew 
next, getting an even higher score. Robbie Meek set a high benchmark just short of a Promotion score, flying a 
Synergy 90.  FAI flew next, starting with Keith Jackson, who we knew was going to be the one to “chase”. (not 
that any of the rest of us had any chance of getting near!) I flew next with a disappointing first-round score ( or 
so I thought……..), followed by Alan Wild flying “solo” as always, and George Drever. The big surprise was 
that both Alan’s and George’s scores were even lower than mine……..oops! Stuart Turrell, the only Masters 
entry, finished off Round one flying his immaculate new Evolis. Not such a good flight but we all got a shock 
when on the landing approach, Stu managed to fly straight into one of the aforementioned trees, fortunately 
near the top and at low speed. I was caller and it was as much a shock to me. (“now, to the left or right of the 
tree”…………..) The model was retrieved by several modellers, Stu and Keith up the tree and several of us 
below, where the model was handed down intact after removing some branches. The model had two large chunks 
missing from the wing leading-edges, well out in the wing panels, and as far as could be seen, NO other damage. 
Very lucky and fairly easily repairable, though it effectively put paid to Stuart’s flying day.

Round two started with Standards, Robbie once again achieving the highest score with Promotion Points. Mel 
and Jason both replicated their first-round scores. In FAI, Keith dropped a few points, this being his lowest score 
of the day of (only……..) 480.5/  66.7% ( I wish………..!) Alan and George both improved, while I dropped 
a few points. Seniors finished off the round with Mike achieving his second set of Promotion points. Nick and 
Alan both scored their lowest of the day. Alan’s engine wasn’t running very well and Brandon kindly helped with 
a “tune-up” immediately after the round by re-setting the valve clearances ( needs to be done more regularly, by 
the looks of it!) 

We had a short lunch-break and re-started flying at 13h45. It was looking like we could fly a fourth round but  
the decision was delayed while I kept an eye on the (changing) weather as big cloud/ shower build ups could be 
seen in the distance. Keith started the round with another excellent flight, George putting in a much better flight 
for a respectable 442 score, closely followed by me, and Alan also improving. In Seniors the picture changed 
a bit as Alan put in a much-improved flight to shade Nick into third place in the round ( thanx for the tune-
up………). Mel achieved the highest third-round Standard score, followed by Robbie and Jason. Weather-wise, 
things looked good for a fourth round so after consultation with everyone we cracked off at 15h30 (Seniors up 
first), planning to finish flying by 5pm. Mike repeated his good form with his fourth set of Promotion points, 
while Nick upped his game with his highest score of the day, and Alan dropped some points again. Standards 
was a close-fought duel between Mel and Robbie, there being only 1.5 points difference in scores for the round. 
The wind had also swung round to a crosswind/ slight tailwind resulting in a couple of “long” landings, and the 
FAI pilots electing to fly in the opposite direction. It was all to play for in FAI for second to fourth places as 
Keith put in a blinder of a flight, scoring 557.5, or 77.4%! Alan improved again, George dropped back a bit and 
I managed nearly the same score as round 3. Flying finished just before 5pm, and Certificate presentations/ prize 
draw, was all done by 5.30pm. The first drops of rain fell shortly thereafter. The prize draw was a lucky draw out 
of a hat, where all competitors’s names were drawn out of a hat and then got to choose their “prize”. Items varied 
from bottles of wine to small “flightbox” tools.

Thanks to the Club for the use of their field, to the Judges for their work and useful feedback to fliers, to the 
Scorers, to George Drever for the loan of poles and signs, to Alan Wild for help and advice and not least of all, 
to the competitors for their support and for helping to “keep the show going” by always being ready. I hope 
everyone enjoyed it as much as I did (even though it was a long day!)

Bill Michie (CD)  6th June 2006



GBR/CAA NEWS – FESTIVAL OF FLIGHT
As you may read in the BMFA news I agreed to take on the job of CD for this event for three reasons. Firstly I 
thought it was time I did my bit on the competition scene, secondly if you are going to take the leap forward and 
CD a competition you might as well do it on a good flying site, and for me they do not come any better than the 
main runway at Barkston and thirdly I wanted to try and make this a memorable occasion for everyone taking 
part.

So how could I do that.  I couldn’t do anything about the weather except pray, the weather forecast gave 25mph 
winds and very warm on the Saturday, hot and a light breeze on the Sunday, Monday was forecast hot with 28mph 
winds and rain.  Who would believe our competition was in the middle of a forecast like that, but that is what 
happened to give us a perfect flying day on Sunday. 

Working my way through the new CD guide to prepare for the day there was a lot to get in place, but at least I 
did not have to worry about judges as they had 
volunteered early.

To make this a memorable day for all concerned 
it needed to be stress free and relaxed, but 
efficiently run, a tall order.  Planning was 
the key.  When I arrived outside Barkston at 
10.00pm on the Saturday night 

all was ready with contingency plans reviewed 
and ready to cover all eventualities.  Well you 
know what they say about the best laid plans of 
mice and men.

Sometime in April I started to think about trophies, I wanted something 
different to match the venue, but cost of course was going to limit what 
could be done.  Some time was spent evaluating different ways of providing 
trophies at minimum cost.  After much investigation it was obvious that 
some home made article was the only way to go.  Making one trophy proved 
to be successful, but then making sufficient to cover 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in each 
class, four judges and one for my PA, I started to feel a bit foolish deciding 
to take on this project, as I filled the village with dust and sand.  

The glass squares had to be purchased but etching the graphics was another 
series of experiments which worked out pretty well in the end.  Another 
consideration was to avoid etching the date, so if the competition was a 
washout the trophies could at least be recycled for next year. 

Andy Prime had agreed to set up the box markers, Matt 
and Bob had agreed to judge Senior and Standard to give 
the judges a rest, so there we are, everything in place as I 
sat in the caravan on Belton Lane, totally relaxed preparing 
for a decent night before moving onto the airfield early next 
morning.

As it happened Alan Connolly was the first on the airfield as 
I had taken a couple of phone calls to say, “due to unforeseen 
circumstances we would have to make a start without a 
judge”. I can’t really say how pleased I was to see Alan 
approaching with a smile on his face a few flights into the 
first round.  

May I thank all who made this day happen, and those who stood in to do things they were not expecting to do, like 
FAI pilots sitting in the judges chairs and Andy judging all the FAI rounds, Bob erecting our banner with less than 
ideal equipment.  Emma adding all the score sheets and looking after Tx control, a huge load of my mind, very 
inexpensive as well, I only had to provide a couple bottles of water! 

�0 ��

�0.00pm arrival outside the perimeter of Barkston

Ashley preparing the trophy bases 
from the best Indian limestone.

Emma and Tx control where all the score sheets were added, should have advised about talking to strange men though! 

Sam Wragg’s Outrunner with rear bearing

...and you call this a biplane?

Winner - Matt Hoyland with his nicely finished Synergy



Festival of Flight - Barkston Heath 4th June 2006

Place Pilot Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Average Best 
2 Rounds

Total Best 2 
Rounds

FAI
� Matt Hoyland 460 47� 479 475 950
2 Sam Wragg �92 42�.5 448.5 4�5 870
� Brian Hoare 406.5 �6�.5 424 4�5.25 8�0.5
4 Bill Michie �55.5 408 4�6.5 4�2.25 824.5
5 Bob Wasson �88 �62 40� �94.5 789
6 Ken Moss �02.5 �49 �94.5 �7�.75 74�.5
7 Adrian Harrison �5�.5 �49 �70 �6�.75 72�.5

Senior
� Ryan Prime ��8.5 �20.5 �54.5 ��7.5 675
2 Alan Connolly �05 �20.5 ��� ��5.75 6��.5

Standard
� Mel Garlick �94 �95 200.5 �97.75 �95.5
2 Stephen Haywood ��9.5 �9�.5 �64 �77.75 �55.5

Masters
� Ashley Hoyland �4� �5�.5 �60 �55.75 7��.5
2 Andy Prime �48.5 �48.5 0 �48.5 697
� Stuart Turrell 288 ��7 ��8.5 �27.75 655.5

Adrian and Ken looking for Ken’s propeller, spinner and threaded end of the crankshaft complete with prop nut, 
why should I thank them, well, because I had to put the loss in writing to the organiser of the event to advise of 
possible FOD on the airfield.  It was so much easier when I was able to say we had extensity searched the area.  
The BMFA and the RAF even offered us the opportunity to make another search, which we declined, but they have 
agreed to return the bits should they find them.

The only complaint I received on the day was that although I had made a design co-ordinated peg board to go with 
the trophies I had made the pegs left handed.  Sorry about that, and inevitably there will be some discussion about 
some scores for some manoeuvres, but I promise not hold my zeros against the judges for long. 

The results are on our web site, so all I need to do now is again thank everyone at this event for the help, 
understanding and patience to make it the special event, for me anyway, I was hoping for. 

Ashley Hoyland

�2 ��

GBR/CAA Competition Entry Form 2006

Comp. Venue: Date:

Name:

Address:

Telephone No:

BMFA No.

(Pilots must hold a 
BMFA B Certifi cate )

GBR/CAA No.

Frequencies:

1.

2.

You must specify an 
alternate frequency.
Only ODD frequencies 
are allowed.

Your car details: Reg. No. Make Colour Names of Passengers

Completed entry form, entry fee and a self addressed, 
stamped envelope must be sent to the contest director 
not less than three weeks prior to the contest date.

Cheques should be made payable to the GBR/CAA 
and dated for the date of the competition.

Important Notice to all Competitors and Contest Directors

Pre entry is a requirement of all GBRCAA competitions. If you wish to submit a late entry for a GBRCAA 
competition, contact the CD. If the CD is willing to accept your late entry you will have to pay double 
fees for the competition. If you have pre entered and fail to turn up on the day, no refunds will be given.

Competition Entry Fees - please tick
Sportsman £5
Standard £10
Senior £14
Masters £14
FAI Domestic £16
FAI Centralised £20
Helper FREE

CD to return this part to entrant

Your entry for …………………………………………………..………...is accepted/rejected

Your frequency is …………………….
Remarks :

Signed …………………..…………..…….………….CD. Date …………………….

Important note for MOD sites:
You must bring some means of identifi cation (Driving Licence, Passport etc.) on the day.There’s just one word to describe Ashley’s competition trophies - remarkable!



Weekend 1 Weekend 2 Weekend 3 Weekend 4 Weekend 5

August

6
Ashbourne
All Classes
CD: Brian Hoare

13
Gainsborough
All Classes
CD: Ashley Hoyland

20 26/27/28
BMFA Nationals
Barkston Heath
CD: Sam Wragg

September

3
Skelbrooke
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

10
Rollerstone FC 
All Classes
CD: Keith Jackson

Sat 16 - 2.00pm
Interested Parties Meeting
Holiday Inn, Leicester

24 30 Sept - 1 Oct
GBRCAA Champoinships
RAF Cottesmore
All Classes
2x normal entry fees
CD: Kevin Caton
Entries to Alison Harrop
by 8 September latest

October 1 8 15 22 29

November
5 12 18

GBRCAA AGM
Venue: TBA

26

December 3 10 17 24 31

Attention Pilots and Helpers: Please remember to send in your entries for 
competitions being held at RAF venues at least 3 weeks before the event.

CD’s: Please contact me with your certificate requirements 
at least one week before the competition Ed.

GBRCAA 2006 Competition Calendar Issue 5 August 2006

�4 �5

26th August - 2nd September 
European Championships - Buochs 
(near Luzern), Central Switzerland 

Website: http://www.em06.ch
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Stansted MFC comp 4 June 2006 (2)
I’ve just got back from the above comp where I judged and thought I’d write something for the 
newsletter.  It would be a very full newsletter if we all gave back a bit.

And what a lovely little comp it was.  A lovely grass patch, the sun behind us and good weather.  
Standard, senior, masters and FAI were all flown.  It was good to see two other former team members 
at the comp.  Keith Jackson, former team member and current team reserve was flying his Angel’s 
Shadow/YS 160 and flew well but particularly well in the fourth and final round recording a score 
around the 550 mark – Steve Birchall and I were judging so we weren’t giving marks away!!

Andy Nicholls was also there calling for Mike Williams.  Mike flew in seniors and just as Keith won 
FAI by a significant margin, Mike won Seniors by a similar margin.  Mike was flying his Majestic 
powered by a YS 140FZ.  His rebound rolls and rolls generally were excellent and if he remains 
committed to FAI he is one to watch.  Certainly with Andy Nicholls’ help Mike has a great chance.

As for Andy, he was part of the “Dream Team” of Binks, Nicholls and Westrop (managed by Ray 
Brotherston) who were the team when I first started flying again in 1989.  In between flying Terry 
Westrop Akros and the Silhouette Andy designed and flew his Illusion design which was published as 
a plan by one of the magazines.

We saw some very good flying in all classes and the great thing about these contests is that there are 
contests within the contest itself.  In FAI there was the all 2-stroke battle between Bill Michie, George 
Drever and Alan Wild and that was the order it finished.  They were all coping very well with the new 
2007 schedule.

Stuart Turrell was the only pilot in Masters and unfortunately his (my old) Evolis picked a fight with 
a tree on the landing approach.  It was a great relief that we found it had only minor damage to each 
wing panel and no damage at all to the fus.  It seems to me that the Masters schedule is virtually as 
difficult as the FAI prelim schedule – I’m not sure what others think.  Maybe a discussion on the 
GBRCAA forum when it is back up.

Jason Dillon paid me a large sum of money – for an engine, not as I was judging.  I am sure he will do 
well when he gets a larger model – it was interesting to compare the Angel Shadow with an OS60 RFP 
powered Aerostar.  These were the models we were flying as late as 1994 – quite a difference!!!

Nick Sprankling was demonstrating electric power in  Senior class– four Chameleon chargers does 
seem a lot!!!  Nick flew well.  

In the lunch hour I managed to squeeze out a bit more power from Alan Connelly’s YS160 (sorry I 
couldn’t do the same for Mel Garlick – as Keith suggested that one needs to go back to Probuild for 
them to have a quick look) – and then had a fly of Alan’s Caprise.  The Caprise now belonging to Alan 
was the one I owned and used at the European Champs in Italy in 1998 – it was then powered by a YS 
140 FZ I think.  I had forgotten what a lovely model it was – superb.  Keith also had a fly of his old 
Caprise – now belonging to Mel Garlick – and said how great it was.

At the end the results were announced and certificates handed out.  Bill had also arranged for all 
competitors to take away a small gift which I thought was a nice touch.

All in all a good day and I hope everyone enjoyed themselves.  I never intended to mention everyone 
and I know that I have not – apologies to those not mentioned but I am sure they will feature in the 
official report.

Brandon Ransley

04.06.06

Members Adverts
Members may place private adverts in this section free of charge. 

For Sale
• Luggage/ model Trailer for sale:

Reluctantly selling as I no longer need it due to driving a medium-sized Estate car 
now. This has been permanently kept in my garage and is geniunely in “as-new” 
condition. I have used it to transport a 2m model and have fitted 2x 2m models into 
it, with one-piece wings. It has been seen at several comps in the South-East and 
most recently at the Stansted Training Day. It could be used either for models or 
for camping/ luggage transport, instead of having a heavy “roof-box” on top of your 
car. This is NOT one of the “cheap & cheerful” DIY types, and is a quality piece of 
equipment. Specs are as follows:

All-moulded Fibreglass body.
Weather-proof and lockable with padlocks.
Galvanised steel chassis.
Main compartment 6ft long with opening into the nose-cone for longer items, 
approx another 2ft.
Main compartment lid on gas struts.
Empty weight, �60kgs. Max load approx 500kgs.
��inch steel powder-coated wheels.
Spare wheel and jockey wheel.
Bottle-jack to use for wheel changing.

This trailer retailed at £��50 new, I’m asking £950 for an “as-new” example.

It could be the answer to your transport problem! Contact Bill Michie, on 
(0�279)504595 or by email: michifam@tiscali.co.uk
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Contest Directors
Alison Harrop
133 Longdown Road
Congleton
Cheshire
CW12 4QR
Tel: 01260 279227

Bob Ailles
67 Wilson Avenue
Rochester
Kent
ME1 2SH
Tel: 01634 849101
Email:  judge@gbrcaa.org

Bill Michie
60 Mathams Drive
Thorley Park
Bishops Stortford
CM23 4EN
Tel: 01279 504595

Brian Hoare
27 Forest Road
Winsford, Cheshire
CW7 2RE
Tel: 01606 861793
Email: 
briansairstrip@aol.com

Clive Whitwood
7, Wheatsheaves
Sawtry
Huntington
Cambridgeshire
PE17 5NG
Tel: 01487 832195

George Drever
12 Green End
Stretham
Ely
Cambridgeshire
CB6 3LE
Tel:  01353 648360

Greg Butterworth
27 The Green
Steeple Morden
Royston
Herts
SG8 0ND
Tel: 01763 853318

Richard Christopher,
The Firs, Malthouse Lane,
Smannell,
Andover,
Hampshire,
SP11 6JD.
Tel: 01264 355585

Sam Wragg
65 Stanley Road
Chapeltown
Sheffield
S35 2XS
Tel: 0114 246 9403

Steve Dunning
10 Pinefield Road
Barnby Dun
Doncaster
DN3 1QT
Tel: 01302 886279

Trevor Plumbe
18 Greenacre
Mansfield
NG18 3JZ
Tel: 01623 462279
Email: trevorp268@ntlworld.com

Keith Jackson
14 St. Judes Close
Bishopdown
Salisbury
Wilts. SP1 3FA
Tel: 01722 410279

Triple Crown July 1st 2nd July 2006 Stranraer Scotland

England Team Managers Overview

At the Gbrcaa Agm January this year it was announced it was England’s turn to host this most 
prestigious of events. The pilots willing and who had agreed to be in the England team was 
read out to the floor, I had only just managed to scrape into the pseudo International Team. As 
weeks passed I received a phone call of Alison Harrop explaining that no venue could be found 
in England and that the Scottish Aeromodellers Association were gracious enough to step in 
and provide a Venue and funds to support this event. Also Alison told me that all the English 
Team pilots had dropped out for various reasons and that the new team consisted of: - Barry 
MacLeod, Bob Wasson, Sam (Owdlad) Wragg and good old Arthur Silsby from the I.O.M. The 
English international pilot would be Adrian Harrison. Alison also informed me that I had been 
elevated to the position of Team Captain!

The chosen venue for this years Home international was at Castle Kennedy Airfield Stranraer, 
Scotland. I set off from Sheffield on the Friday morning in shorts with the temperature touching 
24C, as I travelled north and turned left at Carlisle the weather deteriated dramatically to misty 

rainy conditions, I kept 
receiving weather 
reports off Barry who 
had already arrived at 
the airfield, saying that 
it was unfit to fly. Some 
5 hrs of travelling I 
arrived at the airfield 
to be greeted by all 
the teams, after the 
customary hello’s to 
old acquaintances the 
weather had just about 
cleared up sufficiently 
for everybody to 
assemble their models 
and attempt some 
practice flights prior 
to the start of the 
competition. First up 

Map of Leicester showing the Holiday Inn
Venue of the Interested Parties Meeting 16th September
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was Barry MacLeod, as Barry entered the first manoeuvre of the P07 schedule his Supreme 
disappeared into the cloud! Barry acknowledged it was unfit to continue and without delay 
landed his model. I decided to give Smaragd (Old faithful) an airing to blow the dust off her. 
I was happy just to do some low level stuff so that I could get my eye in because I hadn’t 
practiced for a week or so. after that flying was abandoned for the day. 

Malcolm Balfour the contest Director for this event informed us all that we would all meet up 
in the evening at the Plantings Inn, which was situated in Castle Kennedy. I followed Barry 
& Adrian back to the North West Castle Hotel Stranraer where the three of us were booked 
apart from Bob Wasson who was staying at a B&B further down the road and Arthur who was 
in his trusty camper van on the airfield. The hotel was very sumptuous in style; this was totally 
opposite to what I expected. after we had booked in and located our rooms and unpacked we 
decided to investigated the Hotel which had an indoor swimming pool and games room, the 
lounge looked like it had been lifted straight from a gentlemen’s club with leather arm chairs 
etc. The three of us promptly sat down rang the bell for service and ordered liquid refreshments 
and talked pattern to while away time. We collectively decided to order a taxi to take us to the 
Plantings Inn and arranged to meet in the foyer of the Hotel at �9�5hrs before going to our 
rooms for a rest. 

All the teams arrived at the Inn in good spirits and all had a good evening, everybody mingled 
& enjoyed themselves. For the meal Adrian and myself tried the Haggis platter for starters, this 
was the first time I had tried Haggis and thoroughly enjoyed it. Bob Wasson kindly offered to 
take us all back to the Hotel (our Taxi for the weekend). On arriving back to the Hotel Adrian 
Barry(slugger Mc’lad) & myself decided to have a game of snooker, we all thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves telling jokes and generally having a good banter with each other at one point the 
three of us had tears of laughter rolling down the cheeks of or faces.

Bleary eyed Saturday morning arrived Barry, Adrian & myself had arranged to meet in the 
restaurant of our hotel, we all settled down at the table and had a full English breakfast of 
course being greedy I had to go one extra and have the full nose bag treatment. We arrived at 
the airfield with plenty of time & in good spirits as we were all exited at the prospects of flying 
in the Triple Crown. Other pilots who were camping on the airfield were busy getting some last 
minute practice in before the competition started greeted us. All teams assembled their models 
and the conversation was mainly about how everybody enjoyed themselves the night before at 
the Inn. This set the tone for the whole weekend as good camaraderie was forged between all 
parties

Malcolm Balfour assembled all the teams at the pilots briefing and explained the format 
to everyone, then the team captains drew for the flying order which was to be: - Ireland, 
International, England & Scotland. A short straw was drawn for the pilot to do a warm up 
flight for the Irish and Scottish judges. The conditions in the morning were not conducive to 
flying precision pattern with a stiff cross wind blowing in; also there was a terrific amount of 
turbulence aloft. As the competition progressed it became apparent that some of the electric 
models appeared marginal on power (Hacker/Thunder power) in the blustery conditions. But, 
the best performing electric model of the weekend was my very own Kokam powered Lazulite.  
I may be slightly biased but Bob Wasson confirmed this with his own evaluation on the electric 
powered models. I found Bob’s independent comments quite pleasing because the electric 
power plant in Lazulite was specifically designed by Aurorra Ltd to out perform the latest 
YS�60Dz in the worst possible conditions and to do so all the way through (and beyond) a 
complete schedule.

It was nice to see a variety of models ranging from the ‘Astral’ (a popular model), to Noel 
Barrett’s ‘Beryll’! This model looks awful on the ground but in the air?? The jury’s out on that 
model. The model that really caught my eye was Arthur Silsbys Genesis (Chip Hyde/ Colombo 
design) this model really looked good on the ground and more importantly the model presented 
well in the air. I would say 98% of the models over the weekend were of the ARTF all moulded 
variety. This I find a worrying trend.

As Saturday progressed the cloud cover lifted to give a warm sunny afternoon but significantly 
the wind conditions still made it hard to fly good pattern. Malcolm Balfour planned for � rounds 
on the first day but unfortunately weather conditions and unexpected arrivals prevented 
this. We had a rather unpredicted landing on the main runway? Whilst Brian Buckley (Irish 
team) was half way through his flight a light aircraft suddenly appeared over the horizon and 
headed straight towards our aerobatic box, Brian aborted his round to avoid a mid air. Almost 
immediately a second light aircraft appeared! the pilot again took evasive action with his Angels 
Shadow and flew his model behind the pits! Somebody shouted to the judges to quickly move 
off the runway as the first plane was on finals for landing, everybody moved to the edge of the 
runway and both planes landed and taxied past everyone much to the wonderment of us all. 
Apparently both planes were destined for Ireland but their passage was prevented by poor 
weather conditions and they had to take evasive action & land on the nearest available airfield. 
After that the day passed without no more stoppages apart from the customary Tea breaks. A 
special mention must go to Mrs Balfour who looked after us all by supplying refreshments and 
constantly slaving over a hot stove all weekend in Arthur’s camper van. The final round of the 
day ended just in time for us all to get back to our digs and cheer on England who was playing 
Portugal in the world cup.

Saturday evening a banquet was again held at the Plantings Inn, once again all had another 
excellent evening. During the meal the English pilots decided that they would get up early 
Sunday morning and get in some practice before the competition started. Naturally being 
the team captain I though this was an excellent idea and offered what little knowledge I have 
attained to help coach Barry, Adrian, Bob & Arthur.

Sunday started with a knock on my hotel room door, by room service (we had all ordered 
continental breakfast for 6-�0am) not long after there were 2 eager pilots ready for off so they 
could get in some practice, I told Barry & Adrian to set off and prepare their models I wouldn’t 
be long as I was just jotting down some notes the next I remember my mobile was ringing, it 
was 8am!

With almost perfect conditions Sunday passed without a hitch apart from a 2hr rain break. With 
2 round completed the last flight of the competition was at �7�0hrs. With all models packed 
away the results were read out as follows:

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Final Total
Scotland 2964.50 29�5.�7 2929.24 2870.�9 8829.01
Ireland 2748.48 2608.70 2548.�9 2526.96 7905.56
England 27�2.25 2�85.5� 26�9.�5 2479.66 7831.06
International 2427.99 25��.04 24�8.�� 2427.6� 7368.66

Finally, this years Triple Crown is the best one to date that I have taken part in. Both the 
Scottish and Irish parties commented on how good it was for an English team to “mix” with 
everyone, it was also remarked to me that this year’s English team had been universally  
“Accepted”. This passing comment literally took me by surprise, so surprised that I offered to 
buy a Scotsman and his Clan a drink! Now, it’s not very often a tight fisted Yorkshire man (and 
proud of it) offers to buy his likeminded brethren a drink. 

As a point of interest, this event could not have taken place if it had not been for the S.A.A & 
Team Balfour. 

I and the rest of the English pilots who was given the opportunity to take part in this 
event are immeasurably full of pride of being given the chance to represent our country. 

We all gave 100% commitment to the cause.

Sam Wragg (Owdlad)
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Triple Crown - Team Results
Pilot Country Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Final Total Rank
Angus Balfour Scotland 996.96 988.4� �000.00 �000.00
Steve Currie Scotland 967.55 7�0.4� 8�8.94 749.29
Steve Burgess Scotland �000.00 �000.00 989.59 9�6.75
Malcolm Balfour Scotland 9��.06 946.86 9�9.65 95�.64

Totals: 2964.5� 29�5.27 2929.24 2870.�9 8829.02 1

Barry Macleod England 987.8� 909.�8 9�6.75 868.50
Arthur Silsby England 8�4.40 706.28 678.46 682.�2
Bob Wasson England 820.49 62�.�9 8�0.�9 742.67
Sam Wragg England 92�.94 770.05 872.0� 868.50

Totals: 27�2.26 2�85.5� 26�9.�5 2479.67 7831.08 3

Gordon James Ireland 8�7.7� 84�.55 796.05 844.84
Paul Houlahan Ireland 859.0� 826.09 82�.�0 772.00
Brian Buckley Ireland 940.�6 905.�� 880.�� 8�9.�7
Niall O'Sullivan Ireland 949.29 86�.84 844.95 842.95

Totals: 2748.48 2608.70 2548.�8 2526.96 7905.56 2

Noel Barrat International 827.59 807.7� 7�6.7� 757.8�
Gordon Frost International 862.07 8�7.�9 8�5.59 847.68
David Balfour International 40.57 887.92 828.�0 822.�4
Adrian Harrison International 7�8.�4 622.22 754.42 707.68

Totals: 2428.00 25��.04 24�8.�� 2427.6� 7368.67 4

Triple Crown - Individual Results
Pilot Country Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Total Rank
Angus Balfour Scotland 996.96 988.4� �000.00 �000.00 2996.96 �
Steve Burgess Scotland �000.00 �000.00 989.59 9�6.75 2989.59 2
Malcolm Balfour Scotland 9��.06 946.86 9�9.65 95�.64 2840.�5 �
Barry Macleod England 987.8� 909.�8 9�6.75 868.50 28��.76 4
Brian Buckley Ireland 940.�6 905.�� 880.�� 8�9.�7 2725.80 5
Sam Wragg England 92�.94 770.05 872.0� 868.50 2664.45 6
Niall O’Sullivan Ireland 949.29 86�.84 844.95 842.95 2656.08 7
Gordon Frost International 862.07 8�7.�9 8�5.59 847.68 2545.�4 8
David Balfour International 40.57 887.92 828.�0 822.�4 25�8.�6 9
Steve Currie Scotland 967.55 7�0.4� 8�8.94 749.29 25�5.78 �0
Gordon James Ireland 8�7.7� 84�.55 796.05 844.84 2524.�2 ��
Paul Houlahan Ireland 859.0� 826.09 82�.�0 772.00 2508.22 �2
Bob Wasson England 820.49 62�.�9 8�0.�9 742.67 2�9�.55 ��
Noel Barrat International 827.59 807.7� 7�6.7� 757.8� 2�9�.�� �4
Arthur Silsby England 8�4.40 706.28 678.46 682.�2 2202.80 �5
Adrian Harrison International 7�8.�4 622.22 754.42 707.68 2200.44 �6

Letters to the Editor
Dear All

Some of you may have received a copy of the email below from Bob Skinner, Bob Ailles and I had 
been asking for clarification of P-07.�9 regarding the Two half rolls opposite in the second upline 
and if there should be a pause or should the rolls be immediate. The answer from Bob is extensive 
and relates to other manoeuvres too. His message was sent to all sub-committee members and 
interested parties. We wanted you all to be aware of the contents of his email.

I have replied to Bobs request by voting for this change to go ahead and amend the rule to F-
07.05 (the culprit!). So far a good number of the F�A sub-committee have replied and agreed to 
this change. It is not official until yet but will be ratified soon, once this is done I will keep you all 
informed. 

Regards

John Mee

Date Rec: 07 July 2006 �0:07

Dear members of the F�A/M/P sub-committee, judges, and other stake-holders/interested parties 

Clearly, I have been sleeping on the job! It would appear that the terminology “two of a two-point 
roll” or “two-point roll” is causing general confusion, and in a few places in Volume F�A of the 
Sporting Code, this term is interpreted differently.

A two-point roll, is of course a rolling manoeuvre through �60 degrees, with a pause between 
each �80 degree rotation, or simply, two half-rolls (a four-point roll would be rotation through �60 
degrees, with pauses between each 90 degree rotation, or quarter rolls).

I have no doubt that the intention always was, that there must be pauses between the rotations, 
to define it as a point-roll. This is irrespective of whether point-rolls are in the same direction, or in 
opposite directions.

The issue is now confused though, with a judging note after manoeuvre F-07.05, which states 
that the reversal must be immediate. None of us picked this up when the rules were ratified some 
years ago, and now that we are starting to fly the new schedules, it has surfaced, and created 
confusion with other manoeuvres where this judging note does not appear. The sub-committee 
has to look more closely at terminology and I recommend that we stear clear of the term 2-pt rolls, 
and simply stick to half-rolls for future manoeure descriptions.

With the permission of the sub-committee, and the blessing of the CIAM Bureau, I wish to recom-
mend the deletion of the judging note after manoeuvre F-07.05  “The reversal of the 2-point rolls 
must be immediate”. Once we have agreed on this and received approval, I will ask each of you 
to communicate this through the various channels at your disposal, so that we can inform and 
educate as many competitors, officials, and administrators as possible. The organisers of the 
European Championship in Switzerland, and the AOCC in Japan, will be asked to advise/inform 
competitors in the last bulletins.

The affected manoeuvres are (let’s not concern ourselves with previously-flown schedules): 

        P-07.05 
        P-07.09 
        P-07.�9 
        F-07.05 (the culprit!) 

My best regards, and I hope that you have not forgotten to devise, compose, and try out new ma-
noeuvres for the next generation of manoeuvre schedules. A reminder circular will follow shortly.

Bob



1st Centralised - Cottesmore 30 April 2006
FAI P0-7 FAI P0-7 FAI P0-7

Name Pos Final Total Rnd � Norm Rnd 2 Norm Rnd � Norm
Angus Balfour � 2000.000 0.00 0.00 5��.00 �000.00 547.50 �000.00
John Harrop 2 �96�.644 525.50 �000.00 505.00 95�.04 526.50 96�.64
Kevin Caton � �954.585 5�4.50 979.07 5�8.00 975.52 5��.00 969.86
Keith Jackson 4 �9�0.769 495.50 942.9� 5�8.00 975.52 52�.00 955.25
Malcolm Balfour 5 �880.964 497.50 946.72 484.50 9�2.4� 5��.50 9�4.25
David Balfour 6 �70�.��� 42�.50 802.09 449.50 846.52 468.00 854.79
Stephen Sim 7 �6��.507 0.00 0.00 442.50 8��.�� 4�7.00 798.�7
Ken Moss 8 ��40.866 ��8.50 606.09 �58.00 674.20 �65.00 666.67
Brian Hoare 9 ���0.620 �24.00 6�6.56 �25.50 6�2.99 �80.00 694.06
Steve Burgess �0 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3rd Centralised Cottesmore 18 June 2006
FAI P0-7 FAI P0-7

Name Pos Final Total Rnd � Norm Rnd 2 Norm
Angus Balfour � 2000.000 562.50 �000.00 56�.00 �000.00
Brandon Ransley 2 �977.785 554.50 985.78 558.50 992.0�
John Harrop � �949.�5� 545.00 968.89 552.00 980.46
Kevin Caton 4 �947.580 548.50 975.�� 547.50 972.47
Malcolm Balfour 5 �65�.462 449.00 798.22 48�.50 855.24
Arthur Silsby 6 �284.775 �69.50 656.89 �5�.50 627.89
Adrian Harrison 7 �27�.427 �52.50 626.67 �6�.00 644.76
Brian Hoare 8 �246.577 �6�.50 646.22 ��8.00 600.�6
David Balfour 9 �229.865 466.00 828.44 226.00 40�.42
Ken Moss �0 �2�8.�29 �45.00 6��.�� �40.50 604.80

Final Standings
Name Pos Total �st Cent 2nd Cent �rd Cent 
Angus Balfour � 4000.000 2000.000

Can-
celled 
due to 

weather

2000.000 Team Place
John Harrop 2 �9�0.995 �96�.644 �949.�5� Team Place
Kevin Caton � �902.�65 �954.585 �947.580 Team Place
Malcolm Balfour 4 �5�4.426 �880.964 �65�.462 �st Reserve
David Balfour 5 29��.�76 �70�.��� �229.865 2nd Reserve
Ken Moss 6 2558.995 ��40.866 �2�8.�29 �rd Reserve
Brian Hoare 7 2557.�97 ���0.620 �246.577
Brandon Ransley 8 �977.785 - �977.785
Keith Jackson 9 �9�0.769 �9�0.769 -
Stephen Simm �0 �6��.507 �6��.507 -
Arthur Silsby �� �284.775 - �284.775
Adrian Harrison �2 �27�.427 - �27�.427
Steve Burgess �� 0.000 X -
X = scores disallowed for weight infringement

Brian Brotherton Memorial Trophy  - Newmarket
As usual with the Newmarket comp, entries were a little slow coming in; it all 
happens in the last two weeks. However, on the day we had �� pilots: 7 FAI, 
2 Masters, 2 Senior, 2 Standard. The weather was very warm hazy sun with 
a cross wind blowing in. After the first round the wind direction changed to a 
much easier left to right.

Briefing was at 9-�0 and flying commenced at �0-00. The plan was to fly four 
rounds; with only �� pilots I thought this could easily be achieved. Unfortu-
nately we only managed � rounds. I appreciate the CD has a responsibility to 
keep things moving, therefore I pass the blame onto Jerry Carter for providing 
such an excellent Bar-B-Que.

The flying was of a very good standard in all classes; in my opinion Mel Garlic 
was the most improved pilot. The only mishap of the day was from Bill Michie 
who completely forgot a maneouvre (or was it his caller?).

Overall winner of the Brian Brotherton Trophy was Richard Christopher.

I would like to thank judges: Bob Ailles and Alan Simmonds, Davey Brown: 
score sheets, Jerry Carter: Bar-B-Que and last but not least, Bill Michie: brief-
ing and presentation speeches.

George Drever.

Brian Brotherton Memorial Tophy Results - 25th June 2006
Pos Pilot Round � Round 2 Round � Total

FAI
� Richard Christopher 494.5 528 54�.5 �069.5

2 Geroge Drever 44� 467 456.5 92�.5

� Alan Wild 450 445.5 427 895.5

4 Bill Michie 405 4�8 446 864

5 James O’Neill �80.5 4�2.5 429 84�.5

6 Adrian Harrison �82.5 444 �59.5 826.5

7 Ken Moss �58 �79.5 �57.5 7�7.5

Masters
� Andy Prime �20 �68 �84 752

2 Stuart Turrell �52.5 89.5 �89.5 742

Senior
� Ryan Prime ��9.5 �29.5 �20 649.5

2 Alan Connelly 29� 257 27� 566

Standard
� Mel Garlick �99.5 2�9.5 205.5 425

2 Clinton Smith 206.5 �82.5 200.5 407
24 25



Skelbrooke 9th July 2006
Place Pilot Round � Round 2 Round � Total

FAI
� Keith Jackson 520.5 472.5 50� �02�.5

2 Stephen Simm 458.5 470 - 928.5

� Sam Wragg 49�.5 �8�.5 4�8 909.5

4 Bob Wasson 4�4 400.5 4�4.5 828.5

5 Ken Moss �90.5 �09 �6�.5 752

6 Adrian Harrison �72.5 �6�.5 �67.5 740

7 Brian Hoare �92.5 ��� - 70�.5

Masters
� Stuart Mellor 428.5 407 406 8�5.5

2 Ashley Hoyland �94.5 �8�.5 �98 792.5

� Andy Prime �98.5 �82 5� 780.5

4 Tom Bootyman �58 �50 - 708

Senior
� Ryan Prime �7�.5 �09 - 680.5

2 David Drummond ��7.5 �29 - 666.5

� Darren Mee �27.5 �08 �2�.5 650.7

Standard
� Larry Millington 2�5 �75.5 - 4�0.5

2 Stephen Haywood �99.5 72.5 - 272

Warboys Competition 23rd July 2006
Another good day, another good competition.  That sums it up, but that doesn’t do it justice.

We started at around 9.45 in clear, warm weather with very little breeze, with fourteen entries and our 
judges, Bob Ailes and Andy Nicholls.

All four classes were represented with the greatest number in FA1.  Where are all the Standard and Senior 
pilots?

We began with Standard and only three fliers.  Mel led off much to his dismay and played his card early with 
his best round of the day, missing out on promotion by ½ point.  Been there Mel – hard luck.  Robbie and 
Steve both were flying well but Robbie emerged in the second and third rounds to take the lead with two 
promotion scores.

Seniors, again with only three fliers, showed the same pattern through the first two rounds but Alan 
disappointed himself in the last round.  Mike was very consistent and scored very well with promotion 
scores, with Nick only just behind Alan.

Only Stuart flew in Masters and looked a little edgy – probably the lack of competition upset his 
concentration.  There’s nothing like a bit of needle between rivals to bring out their best flying.

So FA1 had seven fliers with Brandon making a rare domestic competition appearance.  Sam was flying with 

his electric Lazulite (wish I could afford a £600 battery) with great aplomb despite having left his tranny tray 
at home.  George was very consistent with his two-stroke design but was nosed out of a position by Alan 
flying an Eastern European ready built, improving round by round.  Adrian also followed a similar route 
to Alan but was unable to get a place.  Brian had a disappointing second round but third was much better.  
Bill, flying the Alan Wild design, had a lousy first round but improved to his more natural standard in the 
remaining two rounds.

That leaves Sam and Brandon.  Sam’s flying seemed very controlled, and he steadily improved round by 
round, and the model set-up impressed.  No-one dared to say that electric models are toys really.  Sam’s a big 
lad, even if he’s gentle, and his model certainly competes on equal terms with the DZ160s.

Brandon was flying with his usual smooth consistent style and, together with Sam, judged the Seniors and 
gave most fliers quite a few good pointers.  That was very good to see and it was a pleasure to hand him the 
FA1 trophy for a well deserved first place.  Sam came in a reasonably close second with Alan in third. 

My compliments to some very good pilots.  I enjoyed the day immensely, even though my throat only just 
made it through the presentations.

My heartfelt thanks to the judges for their patience and constructive criticism, well meant and, hopefully, 
well received and acted upon.

Once again, my thanks to Jayne Garlick for her sterling work scoring all day, and son Gavin for controlling 
the transmitter pound, not forgetting the Ramsey Club members for the loan of their lovely site which I know 
the pilots all enjoy flying at.

July – Clive Whitwood

Warboys Results
Pos Name Round � Round 2 Round � Total

FAI
� Brandon Ransley 526.5 5��.5 5�4.5 �068

2 Sam Wragg 4�2 45� 46� 9�2

� Alan Wild �88.5 4�9 460.5 879.5

4 Adrian Harrison �66 426 4�4.5 860.5

5 George Drever 405.5 40� 4�9 824.5

6 Bill Michie �80 40� 42� 824

7 Brian Hoare �79 ��8 �94 77�

MASTERS
� Stuart Turrell ��2.5 ��5.5 E/CUT 668

SENIORS
� Mike Williams ��2.5 ��9.5 �48.5 688

2 Alan Connolly 26� 287.5 259 550.5

� Nick Sprankling 26�.5 265.5 279.5 545

STANDARD
� Robbie Meek �92 224.5 229 45�.5

2 Mel Garlick 209.5 202.5 �94 4�2

� Steve Walker �7�.5 �68.5 �84.5 �5826 27
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